
Word Form Meaning Synonym Antonym Other word forms Collocations / Sample sentences

imagine Verb Hayal etmek imagination (n) 

imaginary (adj)

Imagine it is the last day of 2
nd

 module and you’ve got 

very high scores from your exams. How does it feel?

graduate Verb Mezun olmak graduation(n) He graduated from Harvard University in 1997.

celebrate Verb Kutlamak celebration(n) Teenagers prefer celebrating their birthdays with their 

friends.

fun N/Adj Eğlenceli Fulya is a fun person to be with. / I’m sure we’ll have fun 

at the party tonight.

tradition Noun Gelenek traditional (adj) 

traditionally (adv)

cause V/N Neden olmak, neden, sebep effect/affect Some friends may cause you trouble.

hurt Verb Canını yakmak, canı acımak It hurts a lot when your partner cheats on you.

surprise V/N Sürpriz, şaşırtmak surprising (adj) surprised 

(adj)

sign Noun İmza The signs on the packets of cigarettes warn people 

against the dangers of smoking.

commence Verb Başlamak begin; start cease commencement(n) commencement music

expect Verb ummak hope expectation(n) 

un/expected (adj)

I expect to get a good score from the OSS exam. / expect 

sb to do sth

resolution Noun karar I’ve made a New Year Resolution to stop smoking.

science Noun bilim to have a feeling / any of 

the five natural powers of 

sight, hearing,

feeling, tasting, and

smelling

look up Phr v Anlamına bakmak Can you look up this word in the dictionary?

short-term Adj. Kısa dönem long-term short-term / long-term memory; short-term / long-term 

goals

memory Noun Hafıza memorize(v) poor / good / bad memory I’ve got a good memory for 

names.

component Noun bileşen part key/major/important component of sth

sense V/N Duyu, hissetmek I lost my sense of smell / taste.

information Noun Bilgi inform (v) informative 

(adj)

The Internet is a source of information. get / obtain 

information

keep Verb Saklamak hold Unfortunately, most students keep the new vocabulary 

items in their short-term memory.

transfer V/N Transfer (etmek) make a transfer; transfer sth from somewhere to 

somewhere

structure Noun yapı The brain has a very complex structure.

connection Noun bağlantı link connect(v) I don’t think there is a connection between intelligence 

and success at school.
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researcher Noun araştırmacı research (n)(v)

discover Verb Keşfetmek, bulmak discovery(n)

effective Adj. etkili effectively (adv) Listening to English songs is an effective way of learning 

English.

effort Noun Çaba make an (great) effort

process Verb işlemek It takes some time for the brain to process the new 

information.

recite Verb Alıntı yaparak söylemek to recite a poem

tip Noun İpucu If you want to be successful in this module, you should 

follow all the tips that your teachers give you.

divide Verb Bölmek separate division (n) divide sth into two / three etc.

hemisphere Noun Yarı küre side There are two hemispheres in the brain: the right and the 

left.

vice versa Adv. Tam tersi
When I want to go out, my husband wants to stay in, and 

vice versa. (=when he wants to go out, I want to stay in)

function V/N Özellik functional (adj) What’s the function of a computer / human resources 

manager?

carry out Phr v Yürütmek, yapmak do; conduct carry out a research / study / test / experiment

specialize Verb Eğitim almak specialist (n) My sister studied medicine at university and she 

specialized in neurology.

logical Adj. Mantıklı sensible; 

rational

illogical logic (n)

visual Adj. Görsel I am a visual learner; I learn better when the

teacher writes the things on the board.

creative Adj. Yaratıcı create(v) creation(n) 

creator (n)

Picasso was a very creative artist.

respond Verb Cevap vermek answer response(n) You should respond to all questions in a job interview.

emotional Adj. Duygusal emotionally (adv)
I hate the emotional music that they play when two 

people kiss in a film.

receive Verb Almak edinmek get send I receive about 50 e-mails everyday, but I don’t respond 

to all of them.

experiment N/V Deney, deneyimlemek scientific experiment, experiment with sth, make an 

experiment

dominant Adj. Baskın dominate (v)

influence N/V Etki, etkilemek affect/effect have a (big) influence on sb/sth

depend on Phr v Bağlı olmak rely on; trust

You can always depend on me when you have a problem.

variety Noun çeşitlilik type, kind Our university provides a variety of elective

courses (such as Spanish and Russian) to the student s.

measure Verb ölçmek IQ is a test to measure people’s intelligence.

definition Noun tanım meaning define (v) A: What is the definition of intelligence? B: It’s the 

ability to solve problems.

universal Adj. Genel, evrensel universe (n)



deal with Phr v Başa çıkmak cope with I don’t know how to deal with this problem.

combination Noun Kombinasyon combine(v) combine (sth) with sth

exact Adj. Tam, kesin precise exactly (adv) A: What is the exact number of the students in the 

school? B: 1571

succeed Verb Başarmak (in ile kullanılır) success (n) 

un/successful (adj)

succeed in doing sth

calculation Noun hesaplama calculate (v) calculator 

(n)

classification Noun sınıflandırma division; 

category

classify (v)

average Adj. Ortalama An average person’s IQ is between 90 and 110.

gifted Adj. Yetenekli talented Only gifted people like Einstein have an IQ above 130.

indicate Verb İşaret etmek show; reveal indication (n) indicator 

(n)

Research results indicate that 40% of university students 

do not do any sports.

disability Noun yetersizlik handicap disabled (adj) Some children have learning disability. Blindness is a 

very serious disability.

identify Verb tanımlamak identification(n) Even the smallest baby can identify its mother by her 

voice.

provide Verb Elde etmek provider(n) The government provides the books for all the

students in primary schools.

eldest Adj./n En büyük elder (adj/n) elderly 

(adj/n)

My eldest daughter is a doctor.

low Adj. Düşük high

score Noun Sayı, puan grade; mark

entrance Noun Giriş enter (v)

decide Verb Karar vermek decision (n) decide to do sth; make / take a decision

instead Adv. Bir şeyin yerine It’s too wet to go for a walk; let’s go swimming instead. /    

You should be studying instead of playing computer 

games.

degree Noun derece

go on Phr v Devam etmek continue

spend Verb harcamak spend time doing sth; He spends a lot of time playing 

computer games.

prize Noun Ödül award

competition Noun yarışma compete(v) 

competitor(n)

Sometimes there's a lot of competition between children 

for their mother's attention.

competitive(adj)

conflict Noun gelişme dispute There is a conflict between Israel and Palestine.

involve Verb içermek involvement(n)

cause V/N Neden (olmak) lead to affect; effect Smoking causes lung cancer.

permanent Adj. Kalıcı temporary permanently If you stay in a town permanently, you always stay there.

audience Noun
Seyirci, dinleyici viewers 

listeners

The performance of the singer in the concert fascinated 

the audience.



throughout Prep. boyunca Throughout the first semester, Ayşe didn’t do any 

homework.

director Noun yönetmen direct (v) Fatih Akin is a talented film director.

scene Noun sahne the opening scene of a film

sound V/N Ses, ses çıkarmak It sounds great / simple etc.

lead Adj. Oncu, önden the lead actor / actress / singer

prepare Verb hazırlamak preparation(n)

notice Verb Farkına varmak,    fark etmek noticeable(adj) A: Have you noticed any change in his appearance lately? 

B: Oh, yes. He’s shaved his beard, hasn’t he?

embarrassing Adj. Utanç verici embarresed(ady) It was embarrassing for her when she broke the vase 

during the interview.

disappear Verb kaybolmak appear dis/appearance(n) The sun disappeared behind a cloud.

avoid Verb Kaçınmak (gerund alır) un/avoidable(adj) Drivers should always be very careful to avoid accidents.

precise Adj. Tam, kesin exact precisely(adv) I don’t have the precise details of the exam.

record V/N Kayıt (etmek), rekor

produce Verb üretmek make

product(n) production(n) 

productive(adj)

explosion Noun patlama
explode(v) 

explosive(adj/n)

The explosion in Taksim frightened all the tourists.

scary Adj. Korkutucu frightening a scary animal, a scary movie

blind Adj. kor blindness (n) Blind people have a special alphabet called ‘Braille’.

probably Adv. muhtemelen probability (n) She probably won’t come to the concert tonight because 

her husband is very ill.

visually Adv. Görsel olarak
visual (n) visualize (v)

He explained his project visually by using statistics, 

charts , pictures etc.

contain Verb içermek This book contains all the necessary information.

reviewer Noun Yorumcu review (n) a film reviewer

choose Verb Seçmek choice (n) choose to do sth; choose sb/sth

follow Verb Takip etmek It’s not easy for children to follow a movie from

the beginning until the end.

explain Verb açıklamak explanation (n)

recognize Verb Birini, bir şeyi tanımak recognition (n) Cats and dogs recognize people by their smell.

mind Verb umursamak

I don’t mind watching football on TV. (=It’s OK for me)

annoy Verb
Canını sıkmak, sinirlendirmek annoying (adj) annoyed 

(adj)

Students’ playing with mobile phones annoys their 

teachers a lot.

independent Adj. Bağımsız dependent independently (adv)

allow Verb İzin vermek permit; let allow sb to do sth

publish Verb Yayınlamak publisher(n) publishing 

(n)
Many newspapers publish movie reviews at the weekend.

including Prep. dahil excluding include (v) All of us, including me, were late for the meeting.



humor Noun Mizah Our new teacher has got a very good sense of humor. We 

have a lot of fun in the lessons.

comment V/N Yorum The teacher commented on / about the strong points of 

my presentation.

envy V/N Kıskanmak, gıpta etmek envious (adj) I envy your ability to speak five foreign languages 

fluently. I wish I could do the same.

period Noun süre a (short / long) period of time

nutritious Adj. besleyici nutrition (n) The cookbook contains many simple but nutritious meals.

unlike Prep. -den farklı like Unlike his brother, Kaan is a very hardworking student.

consume Verb tüketmek use; eat consumer (n) 

consumption (n)

A smaller vehicle will consume less fuel.

researcher Noun araştırmacı research(n)

evidence Noun kanıt
proof clue

evident (adj)
There is some evidence that the economy is improving.

improve Verb geliştirmek get better get worse Your English will improve with practice.

concentration Noun odak concentrate(v) If you’re suffering from poor concentration, you should 

eat some nuts every day.

mood Noun Ruh hali emotion 

feeling

moody(adj) She is in a good / bad mood today.

boost Verb Güçlendirmek increase decrease The new resort area has boosted tourism.

expert Noun Uzman

advice Noun Öneri advise(v) ask for advice; give advice

skip Verb Es geçmek It’s not a good idea to skip breakfast.

include Verb içermek contain The price includes dinner, bed, and breakfast.

suggest Verb Önermek suggestion(n) suggest doing sth; make a suggestion

digest Verb sindirmek digestion(n) We have to digest what we eat for a good sleep.

bone Noun Kemik She fell and broke a bone in her foot.

muscle Noun kas My leg muscles are aching today.

beat Verb Kalbin atması pulse His heart was beating very fast.

amazing Adj. müthiş surprising; 

impressive

amazed(adj) We had an amazing time in New York.

human Noun insan human being human race; human body; human behavior

unaware Adj. Farkında olmamak (of ) aware awareness(n) He was unaware of the trouble in the area.

notice Verb fark etmek I noticed that the door was open.

take care of Verb ilgilenmek Who will look after your cat when you’re on holiday?

complex Adj. Karışık simple Human body is a complex machine.

damage V/N Zarar (vermek) harm The storm caused a lot of damage.

worry V/N Endişe(lendirmek) worried(adj) Don’t worry, be happy!

properly Adv. Uygun şekilde proper(adj)
The teacher sent her out because she didn’t behave 

properly.

recent Adj. Yakın zamanda recently(adv) A recent study / survey / discovery ...

survey Noun araştırma conduct / carry out a survey



previous Adj. Önceki earlier
In the previous module we used Language Leader book.

injury Noun sakatlık injure(v) injured(adj) The driver had serious injuries after the accident.

poisoning Noun zehirlenme poison(n) 

poisonous(adj)

food poisoning / alcohol poisoning

patient Noun hasta The patient was taken to the hospital.

treat Verb Tedavi etmek treatment(n)
The doctor treated the patient who was suffering from flu.

surgery Noun Ameliyat operation surgeon(n)

extend Verb Zaman ya da boy olarak uzamak Scientists are trying to extend the lives of old people.

increase V/N Artmak, artış decrease(v/n) The number of students in our school is increasing every 

year.

replace Verb
Yer değiştirmek, yerine koymak

replacement(n) You have to replace these old tyres before you go to 

Bodrum.

originally Adv. Ilık olarak, ilkin

region Noun bolum area Tea is grown in the Black Sea region in Turkey.

flavor V/N Tat, aroma, tat ve aroma katmak You can use garlic to flavor the soup.

ingredient Noun içerik The list of ingredients included 250g of butter.

ritual Noun ritüel Preparing tea is a ritual in Japan.

effect Noun etki consequence to have an (good / bad / positive / negative) effect on sth / 

sb

cure V/N iyileştirmek heal Aspirin cures a lot of sickness.

sickness Noun hastalık illness sick (adj)

explorer Noun kaşif explore(v) 

exploration(n)

discover Verb keşfetmek discovery(n)

currency Noun Döviz,para birimi foreign currency (€ / $ / TL etc.)

remain Verb Aynı durumda kalmak It will remain a secret between you and me, OK?

secret Noun Sır

spread Verb Yaymak

adopt Verb Adapte olmak ya da etmek reject

invade Verb İstila etmek invasion(n) Iraq invaded Kuwait during the Gulf War.

demand V/N Talep ya da talep etmek request There is a big demand for qualified teachers.

slave Noun Köle slavery(n)

provide Verb içermek supply This booklet provides useful information about touristic 

places.

fan Noun fan I’m a big fan of Tarkan / Fenerbah?e.

take place Verb olmak occur Formula 1 race will take place in Istanbul in May.

rough Adj. sert roughly (adv)

royalty Noun sadakat

ban V/N yasaklamak forbid; 

prohibit

He was banned from driving after the accident.

form Verb oluşturmak UNICEF was formed in 1946 and provides food and 

healthcare to children in poor countries.



host V/N Ev sahibi, ev sahipliği yapmak London will host the Olympic Games in 2012.

special Adj. özel usual; ordinary Are you doing anything special for Christmas?

strength Noun güç? weakness strong (adj) strengthen 

(v)

physical strength

training Noun Eğitim, staj train(v) trainer(v) You need some training before playing golf.

personality Noun kişilik personal(adj) 

personally(adv)

He was an ambitious man with a strong personality.

supportive Adj. destekleyici
support(v) supporter(n)

My boss was very supportive when I was ill.

shy Adj. utangaç introvert
outgoing; extrovert

shyness(n) Most children are too shy to ask questions.

enroll Verb Kayıt olmak register enrollment (n) She enrolled for some courses at the university. I decided 

to enroll for 'Spanish for Beginners'.

extremely Adv. Son derece very It is extremely important to learn English in our global 

world.

join Verb katılmak He decided to join the music club at school.

lead Verb Yol açmak, yönlendirmek
leader(n) leadership(n)

Alex is leading FB to championship.

record Noun rekor Yao Ming has a lot of world records. / break a world 

record

notice Verb Farkına varmak observe noticeable(adj) He noticed the beautiful girl the moment she walked into 

the room.

talent Noun yetenek aptitude 

capacity

talented(adj) Bilal and Ugur showed their talent in Yetenek Sizsiniz.and 

won 500,000 TL.

invite Verb Davet etmek invitation(n) invite sb to / for sth; We've invited all the neighbours to a 

barbecue.

attention Noun dikkat She focused her attention on the lecture. pay attention to 

sth; draw/ get sb's attention

choose Verb seçmek choice(n) choose (to do) sth

score V/N Puan/puan yapmak score a goal / point He has scored 12 goals so far this 

season.

adjust Verb ayarlamak adapt adjustment(n) Hidayet adjusted to basketball in the USA.

improve Verb yükseltmek improvement(n) You should join the conversation club to improve your 

speaking.

vote V/N Oy(lamak) Yavuz became the Class Representative with 16 votes.

commercial Noun reklam The commercial on TV advertised a new shampoo.

documentary Noun belgesel Sari Zeybek is a documentary.

originally Adv. İlkin, başlangıçta originate(v) 

original(adj./n)

His family originally came from France.

rule Noun kural follow / obey the rules; break / disobey the rules

develop Verb gelişmek development(n) Skiing was developed by the Swedes. People are working 

to develop the tourist industry in Antalya.

spread Verb yayılmak extend Buddhism spread to China from India.



theory Noun teori theory about/on: different theories about how the brain 

works; theory of: Darwin's theory of evolution

exist Verb Var olmak existence(n) There is no evidence that life exists on other planets.

explain Verb açıklamak explanation(n) explain something to someone: The doctor explained the 

risks to me before the operation.

extend Verb Genişlemek, yayılmak spread

Baseball extended into Latin America in the 19
th 

century.

expert Noun uzman a safety/health/computer expert expert in/on: an expert in 

radio communications

export V/N İhracat, ihraç etmek import Turkey exports carpets and textile to other

countries.

regulation Noun düzenleme building / safety / environmental regulations rules and 

regulations

establish Verb kurmak found establishment(adj) Bahgeşehir University was established in 1998.

enthusiastic Adj. Heyecanlı, istekli olmak keen, eager enthusiasm(n) She is enthusiastic to learn French.

produce Verb üretmek production(n) 

productive(adj) 

productively(adv)

Denizli produces some of the best wine in Turkey.

worldwide Adv. Dünya çapında Microsoft has offices in over 56 countries worldwide.

ancient Adj. Çok eski an ancient city / book / tradition

invent Verb İcat etmek create invention(n) 

inventor(n)

A: Who invented the telephone? B: Graham Bell

pastime Noun hobi hobby Reading is my favorite pastime.

possible Adj. mümkün impossible im/possibility(n) Computer technology makes it possible for many people 

to work from home.

increasingly Adv. gittikçe decreasingly increase (n, v) Technology is getting increasingly important.

hectic Adj. Çok yoğun, hızlı chaotic calm hectic schedule/ hectic lifestyle

lifestyle Noun Yaşam tarzı healthy lifestyle

conduct Verb Yapmak, yürütmek carry out, do, 

perform

conduct a survey

average Adj. ortalama standard, 

usual, normal, 

typical

unusual, 

extraordinary

a player of average ability / his performance was only 

average/ the average age / an average speed

commute Verb Evden işe gitmek travel It's exhausting to commute from Kadikoy to

Taksim every day. He commutes to London every day.

chore Noun görev task, 

responsibility 

duty

I'll go shopping when I've done my chores. Household 

chores

look after Phr. v. ilgilenmek care for, take 

care of, watch 

over

We look after the neighbors' cat while they're away.

leisure Noun keyif spare time, 

free time,

My hectic schedule leaves little time for leisure. leisure 

time / leisure activities / leisure facilities / leisure 

opportunities



pursue Verb Takip etmek follow, chase, 

track

pursuit
The car was pursued by helicopters. pursue a career

well-being Noun mutluluk welfare, 

happiness, 

comfort

The company looks after the well-being of its employees.

pressure Noun baskı stress, force press (v)
You can stop bleeding by applying pressure close to the 

injured area. Pressure for political change increased in 

the 1990s. under pressure / put pressure on somebody

survey N/V Araştırma, araştırma yapmak review, 

examination

conduct a survey / carry out a survey A survey that was 

conducted last year found 80% of the public in favor of 

the change.

rank Verb sıralama Flying still ranks among the safest forms of travel. Their 

performance ranks as the best of the year. The children 

were ranked according to academic ability.

outdoor Adj. dış outside indoor

outdoor activities such as walking and camping outdoor 

pursuits / outdoor clothing / outdoor equipment

mention Verb bahsetmek Talk about, 

state, declare,

He didn’t mention her all evening.

currently Adv. şu an ki (present perfect ile 

kullanılır)

Davis is currently appearing in a play at the Thorndike 

Theatre. the best recording currently available on CD

root Noun Kök, köken origin Jazz has its roots in the folk songs of the southern states 

of the US.

various Adj. çeşitli vary(v) variety(n) There are various ways to answer your question.

decade Noun On yıl In the last decade a lot of countries have suffered from 

natural disasters.

adapt Verb uyarlama adjust adaptation(n) My daughter couldn’t adapt to her new school yet.

appealing Adj. çekici attractive; 

interesting

Companies spend a lot of money on advertising to make 

their products more appealing.

unique Adj. eşsiz Each person's fingerprints are unique.

hit Noun başarı a hit single / show / record etc.

globe Noun küre world ; earth global(adj)

Inflation has been a global problem for the last 50 years.

harvest N/V Hasat (toplamak) In the villages there are a lot of weddings after the 

harvests.

immigrant Noun göçmen settler immigrate(v) 

immigration(n)

Turkish immigrants in Germany have their own 

traditional restaurants.

genre Noun alan

add Verb eklemek addition(n) Did you add your name to the list?

perform Verb yürütmek performer(n) 

performance(n)

The children perform two plays each school year.

eventually Adv. sonunda eventual(adj) Eventually, she got a job and moved to London.



impact Noun etki effect; Global warming has a big impact on the

influence environment.

diverse Adj. Çeşitlilik sahibi diversity(n) New York is a culturally diverse city.

lyrics Noun şarki sözü He wrote some great music, but the lyrics weren't that 

good.

rhythm Noun ritim She started moving to the rhythm of the music.

likely Adj. muhtemelen unlikely Young drivers are more likely to have accidents than 

older drivers.

vocalist Noun

instrument Noun enstrüman instrumental (adj) 

instrumentalist (n)

involved Adj. içermiş involve (v) 

involvement(n)

More than 30 software firms are involved in the project.

majority Noun çoğunluk minority The majority of teachers find it quite hard to live on the 

amount of money they get.

industry Noun endüstri industrial(adj) food industry; music industry

process Noun aşama Losing weight is a long slow process.

legend Noun efsane

accompany Verb Eşlik etmek She’ll accompany him on the trip.

arrangement Noun ayarlama arrange(v) arranger(n)

role Noun rol play a major role in sth

set up Verb kurmak establish; 

found

capture Verb yakalamak record

balance V/N Denge(lemek) balanced(adj)

incorporate Verb Büyük bir kısmını içermek incorporate sth into / in sth

session Noun seans a training session for teachers about computers; question-

and-answer sessions

hire Verb İşe almak employ fire We should hire a public relations consultant to help 

improve our image.

make a living Phr. V Para kazanmak Most of the immigrants struggle to make a living.

recognize Verb tanımak identify recognizable (adj) 

recognition (n)

"Do you recognize this song?"

familiar Adj. aşina unfamiliar I’m pleased to see so many familiar faces here tonight.

emigrate Verb Göç etmek emigration(n) A lot of workers emigrated from Turkey to Germany in 

the 1960s.

infectious Adj. bulaşıcı infection(n) an infectious laugh; infectious diseases Flu is highly 

infectious.

struggle N/V Mücadele (etmek) a struggle for survival; a power struggle

trend Noun eğilim trendy (adj) Lately there has been a trend towards hiring younger, 

cheaper employees. / recent trends in education

shift Verb değiştirmek

blend Noun karışım Their music is a blend of jazz and African rhythms.



affect Verb etkilemek influence; 

impact

effect(n) We were all deeply affected by her death.

advise Verb önermek recommend advice(n) 

advisable(adj)

advise sb to do sth

accept Verb Kabul etmek refuse un/acceptable(adj) He accepted the invitation to stay with us.

represent Verb Temsil etmek representative(n) Ali will represent our school in the ceremony. Who is the 

student representative this semestre?

amount Noun miktar quantity A little amount of coffee in the morning will keep you 

awake, alert, and energetic throughout the day.

garbage Noun Çöp rubbish garbage can, garbageman

community Noun topluluk

We meet once a month to discuss community problems.

volunteer N/V gönüllü voluntary(adj) volunteer to do sth; volunteer for sth a volunteer worker; 

do volunteer work;

estimate N/V Tahmin etmek They estimate that the journey will take at least two 

weeks.

environment Noun Çevre
environmental(adj) 

environmentalist(n)

a clean / dirty environment; working environment; 

protect the environment

hold Verb Organize etmek hold a conference / meeting

remove Verb kaldırmak get rid of add removal(n) This detergent will remove the coffee stains.

pick up Phr. V toplamak We should pick up the litter after we finish eating .

packaging Noun paketleme

recycle Verb Geri donuşum yapmak recycling(n) 

recyclable(adj)

We should try to recycle the materials to save the earth. 

recycle bin

launch Verb başlatmak launch a campaign

conserve Verb korumak

protect; preserve

conservation(n) 

conservative(adj)

participate Verb Katılmak (in) participation (n) 

participant (n)

She never participates in any of our discussions.

resource Noun kaynak We should use our natural resources carefully.

disappear Verb kaybolmak appear disappearance(n)

reduce Verb azaltmak reduction(n) The price of this TV was reduced from 1,500 TL to 1,200 

TL in the sales.

grow Verb büyümek growth(n) The populations of many Middle East countries are 

growing rapidly.

concerned Adj. endişeli anxious; 

worried

concern(n) Strangely, she isn’t concerned about the future of her two 

children.

survive Verb Hayatta kalmak live Palm trees cannot survive in very cold countries.

depend on Phr. V Bağlı olarak değişmesi depend on / upon sb / sth

dwindle Verb azalmak The panda population is dwindling.

shortage Noun kitlik lack There's a shortage of food and shelter in many parts of 

Africa.

pollution Noun kirlenme polluted(adj) air / water pollution

deforestation Noun Ağaçların kesimi Deforestation can lead to floods.



exceed Verb aşmak

He has to pay a fine because he exceeded the speed limit.

endangered Adj.
Soyu yok olma tehlikesi altında Endangered animals like polar bears should be protected.

species Noun türler endangered species

cover Verb kaplamak Rainforests cover only 6 % of the earth’s land surface.

destroy Verb Yok etmek destruction(n) 

destructive(adj)

An earthquake destroyed the town, killing about 20,000 

people.

citizen Noun yurttaş citizenship(n)

sustainable Adj. sürdürülebilir sustainability(n) That sort of extreme diet is not sustainable over a long 

period.

repair Verb Tamir etmek fix repairman(n)

last Verb Zaman olarak sürmek The lessons last 45 minutes at our school.

throw (sth) away Phr. V Fırlatmak, başından savmak get rid of I threw away all the newspapers.

trash Noun çöp rubbish trash can

manufacture Verb üretmek produce manufacturer(n) The firm manufactures women’s clothing.

factor Noun faktör important / major / key / crucial factor in ...

disposable Adj. atılabilir dispose of(v) Those bottles are disposable; you can get rid of them.

contribute Verb Katkıda bulunmak (to) contribution(n) 

contributor(n)

contribute to sth; make a contribution to sth

addicted Adj. bağımlı
addiction(n) addict(n) 

addictive(adj)
He is addicted to drugs.

feature Noun özellik aspect

advertisement Noun reklam ad; advert advertise(v) 

advertising(n)

Advertisements have a big influence on children.

persuade Verb İkna etmek convince persuasion(n) 

persuasive(adj)

persuade sb to do sth

possession Noun Mülkiyet, eşya possess(v)
Their family home and possessions were destroyed in the 

fire.

consequence Noun sonuç result consequently(adv)

lessen Verb azalmak Exercise lessens the risk of heart disease.

government Noun hükümet govern(v)

attitude Noun tavır His attitude to(wards) learning a foreign language is not 

very positive.

habit Noun alışkanlık Students who do not have regular study habits are likely 

to fail.




